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"Ki ll ......" Just as Lin Hao rushed towards Cang's side, Jun Wu Ren, with his longsword in hand,
also finally caught up with Cang, and without any hesitation, he killed Cang with a destructive
strike.

"You're not worthy of yourself! You were lucky to let you escape last time, so I'll kill you
this time!" Cang's face was as gloomy as water, and his backhand fist directly met the long sword in
Jun Wuhuai's hand, without any fancy, he directly used his fist to meet Jun Wuhuai's long sword.

Boom ...... a huge explosion sounded out, Jun Wu Regret's figure frantically retreated, and
Cang's face was also white. He was still in a seriously injured state, and forcing his strength above
the Innate level was not that easy. Although he had just repelled Jun Wu Regret with a single strike,
he was also touched by the injuries on his body.

Cang's face changed, if it was Jun Wu Regret alone, then he would have to kill him even if

he had to fight through a huge backlash, but now there was another Lin Hao who was even stronger

in battle. Moreover, Lin Hao was now getting closer and closer, so he didn't dare to delay any
longer and turned around to leave.

"Want to leave? Have you asked me?" Seeing that Cang was about to leave, Jun Wu Ren's
eyes gaped, not bothering to wipe the blood from the corner of his mouth, his body once again
surged up and rushed to Cang's front, stopping him. The two then fiercely exchanged blows.

The only thought in his mind was to escape, but he couldn't. Even if Jun Wu Ren hadn't
broken through to that level, he was still at the peak of an Innate Grandmaster. Of course, if Cang



had been in his prime, killing Jun Wu Regret would have been a matter of a few breaths. And even
now he could do it, it would just take too long.

"Get the hell out of here!" Cang sensed Lin Hao, who was getting closer and closer, and his
heart was already bursting with fierce anger as he shouted out fiercely and kicked Jun Wu Regret
directly in the chest, and a sound of cracking bones came out of Jun Wu Regret's chest. With this

kick from Cang, he had directly broken several sternum bones. But similarly he also left a blow to

Cang, the long sword in his hand left a huge gash on Cang's body, and immediately black blood
gushed out from Cang's body, which simply could not be stopped ......

Poof ...... was kicked out several meters away Jun Wu Ren, kneeling on one knee, leaning
on the half of the longsword in his hand, his mouth violently spurted out a large mouthful of blood,
and in an instant a sharp pain came from his chest, and Cang's body also burst back a few steps,
hurriedly took out a medicine bottle from his pocket, directly sprinkled the powder in the medicine
bottle, all over the wound.

Boom boom boom boom boom ...... Just then, suddenly not far from where the two were

fighting, there came a loud booming sound, one after another, faster and faster, and closer and
closer. It was Lin Hao racing furiously this way.

"Jun Wu Ren, back off!!!" Lin Hao, whose eyes were bloodshot, held his longsword in his
hand, and his entire body was like a humanoid tyrannosaurus as he dashed towards this side, and
with every step he ran, the ground trembled with him, leaving a large crater in place. And likewise,
his speed became incomparably fast as he rushed towards this side to kill.

Cang's face changed furiously after hearing Lin Hao's voice, and at this moment he could
already see Lin Hao's figure, which was already infinitely close to his side. Cang didn't have time
for any hesitation and once again turned around and fled.



"Get lost! He's mine! I'll kill him!" Jun Wu Ren fiercely shouted at Lin Hao, his face livid,
his body instantly appearing in front of Cang's, and he exploded his fist at Cang's head.

"Obstinate and unknown! Then I'll kill you first!" Cang was now really pissed off by Jun

Wuhui? Love Closed West Whisker Lu Zero Love Steak? , this one mole at the Innate Realm had

tried to challenge him and stop him again and again. He was moved to ki ll in his heart.
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The next moment Cang's entire palm turned black, and a trace of black gas strangely rose above his
palm. Cang's eyes were icy cold as he slapped fiercely at Jun Wu Ren's chest. This time, Cang's
movements were incomparably fast, and before Jun Wu Ren's fist could reach him, his palm was

already imprinted on Jun Wu Ren's chest.

After a loud boom, Jun Wu Ren's body flew backwards again, and this time Cang was not
in a hurry to escape, instead he wanted to kill Jun Wu Ren first. The black gas in his hand rose even
more, and his body appeared in front of Jun Wu Ren, his palm once again slapping at Jun Wu Ren's
head, if this hit was true, then Jun Wu Ren would definitely die!

Jun Wu Ren's eyes were wide open, he wanted to fight back, but his speed simply couldn't
keep up with Cang's speed, so he could only watch as Cang's palm got closer and closer to him, a
trace of resignation filled the depths of Jun Wu Ren's eyes.

"Is the difference between this step really that big?" Jun Wu Regret was incomparably

unwilling, he wanted very much to kill Cang before Lin Hao arrived, but the reality was that he was
nowhere near being able to do so.



Just at the last moment when Cang's palm slapped onto Jun Wu Ren's head, a sudden sharp
sound reached Cang's ears. Cang's face changed furiously and his body burst out almost
subconsciously, but he was still a little too late, a long sword went straight through his arm and sent

his body flying to the side.

The sword was Lin Hao's sword, and almost as soon as Cang burst out of the way and
avoided the killing blow he had just dealt, Lin Hao's figure had already appeared where he had just
stood, Lin Hao helped Jun Wuhuai to the ground, and he saw the strong look of unwillingness in

Jun Wuhuai's eyes.

"I can't move my body ......" Jun Wu Ren bit also, blood continuously flowing out of the
corner of his mouth, the unwillingness in his eyes was even thicker, at that moment just now, he
truly felt that he was almost dying. If Lin Hao hadn't rushed over at the last minute, he definitely
wouldn't have made it through, wouldn't have lasted the slap that Cang had just given him.

Lin Hao nodded and fed Jun Wu Ren a pill in his mouth and said: '? Dyeing Yi Lu Yi Di

Xi Ai Zha? Rest well, just leave the rest to me. I won't let him leave alive today ......"

Lin Hao stared deadly at Cang, who was standing a few meters in front of him, and his eyes
recoiled at this moment. When fighting someone like Cang, one had to maintain absolute calm.

And Cang at this moment, after Lin Hao arrived, he in turn did not flee anymore, just now
Lin Hao's sword had penetrated his arm. It was his right arm that had been grafted on, and Cang
didn't hesitate to cut it off again with a wave of his hand. This arm was already ruined.



At this moment, Lin Hao looked at Cang, naturally Cang also looked at Lin Hao, after a
while, Cang looked at Lin Hao and said, "You are faster than I thought, you actually managed to
walk the Extreme Dao to the late Xiantian stage in just three months. Seriously you're out of my
expectation ......"

Lin Hao said indifferently, "Isn't this what you wanted? You started counting on our Lin

family decades ago, are you done? When you're done, let's have a duel, today either you die or I
die ......"

As Lin Hao finished speaking, the aura on his body climbed with a bang, breaking through
to above the Ascendant in a flash. Cang felt the aura on Lin Hao's body, and likewise he no longer
suppressed the injuries on his body, his aura also boomed up.

In a moment, in the silent valley, the auras of the two men, two auras above the Ascended
Patriarch, were like two gigantic dragons, roaring against each other ......
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"Boom ......" a monstrous loud sound came out, it was Lin Hao and Cang who threw a punch head

on, both of them didn't talk any more nonsense, Cang also knew very well in his heart that even if

he couldn't kill Lin Hao today, he still had to seriously injure him so that he could escape from Lin

Hao tracking him, otherwise he wouldn't even be able to escape.

As for Lin Hao, he did not want to have too much interaction with Cang, even though he
knew very well in his heart that there was only one person like Cang who had lived for hundreds of
years or even longer in the world today. In a sense Cang even possessed the means to live forever
relative to ordinary people, and after all these years, Cang must be carrying big secrets, but all this
mattered to Lin Hao, he didn't care at all, his only thought now was that he just wanted Cang's
corpse, to kill this man.



The next moment Lin Hao and Cang instantly separated, both of them bursting back at the

same time, but soon they were almost at the same time again, their bodies bursting up, bursting
towards each other, continuing to punch each other, hard without any fancy, without any skill.

Boom boom boom ...... but the clash between the two of them produced a violent sonic

boom in the air, and a huge circle of waves flew out in all directions.

The body of Jun Wu Ren was directly lifted out, flying backwards more than a dozen
meters, with blood continuously flowing out of the corners of his mouth. There was a deep shock in
his eyes. The head-on blast between Lin Hao and Cang, the scene of that scene, had a great impact
on him ......

"Big brother ......" Bai Hu also finally arrived here at this time, she had ambushed the last
black robed man with Night One and the others earlier, and after paying a heavy price, she finally
blasted the last one to death. Even though she and Night One had both survived, the two of them
were now injured because they were the main attackers, so they simply didn't have the strength to
help Lin Hao anymore.

Jun Wu Ren nodded and mewed, not even glancing at Bai Hu. His eyes his sight, all the
time, were fixed dead on the place where Lin Hao was dueling with Cang, he clenched his fist
tightly, he also wanted to get that power. And at this moment, Lin Hao and Cang's duel, both of
their attacks seemed very simple. But Jun Wu Ren had judged almost instantly in his heart that if he

were to go at it with Cang, then he would definitely not be able to receive Cang's second punch.

The reason is that at this moment, Lin Hao and Cang, each of their strikes is the 100% of

their own power, or even 200% of their limit, the power of each strike is already far beyond the
level of the Innate Patriarch.



Boom ...... In the distance, Lin Hao and Cang's figures had already moved to the top of a
mountain, and with a single strike from the two, the entire mountain was caused to explode violently,
and in an instant countless rolling rocks fell down.

In the midst of the falling rocks, Lin Hao and Cang's figures shifted to a jungle on the
mountain side. A huge crater appeared in the middle of the jungle, and the trees in a thousand meter
radius were all affected by the aftermath of their collision. The trees were shattered by the aftermath
of the collision. The two of them were able to break the trees.

Boom boom ...... Lin Hao and Cang's figures shifted again, and the next moment the two of
them appeared over a swampy area. The two were in the swamp with another violent blast, and in an
instant the huge swamp, countless mud lifted off and the entire swamp was destroyed to cinders.

This indescribable scene, Night One Jun Wu Ren and the others looked at it and were all

deeply shocked. At this moment, including Jun Wu Regret, no one dared to step forward to
participate at all, not to mention whether they could keep up with the speed of Lin Hao and Cang's
sparring match or not. Even the aftermath of the two of them fighting would be too much for those

of them to bear.

Lin Hao didn't use weapons, at the level he was at with Cang, his physical body was the
best weapon. And he didn't use any other moves either, he simply blasted against Cang, he was
calm on the surface but still had a monstrous anger in his heart. He wanted to beat Cang to death
alive, punch by punch! Defeat Cang squarely and beat him alive!
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Boom ...... boom ...... boom ...... Lin Hao and Cang's figures, as the two of them clashed again

and again, the two of them continued to move farther and farther away, and soon they were far away
from the sight of the crowd, while Cang The aftermath of his right arm being shattered by Lin Yan

had finally come out. With the loss of his right arm, cracks appeared in his dao body, and now that

he was already seriously injured, his realm had long since fallen to the level of Innate Sovereign,
and although he had a short period of time to exert strength above Innate, that couldn't last long, and
now with every blast he made with Lin Hao, the injuries on his body were getting worse ......

And after he and Lin Hao had blasted each other so far, he had started to be at a
disadvantage, and after each blast, he had to retreat a little more than the previous one ......

And on the contrary, Lin Hao's face was strangely pale and the corners of his mouth were
bleeding out just like Cang's, but he didn't retreat even a little bit. After each blast, he once again
moved forward at top speed and continued to kill at Cang. Cang retreated further and further, but he
was fighting stronger and stronger, each time retreating a little less than the one before.

Click ...... ah ...... the next moment Cang suddenly? Zha Yi zero Yi zero dye Xi Yi? Ran

let out a harsh hiss, his entire left arm was instantly broken by Lin Hao, his fist bones were shattered
and injured by Lin Hao, the black bones on his arm pierced to the outside of his flesh and blood.

Lin Hao's right arm was no better, as ruined as Cang's, his fist bone shattered, unable to
fight again at all. But he still had his left arm! Cang, however, had none.

Buzz ...... Lin Hao's body suddenly flashed and was at Cang's side, his left hand grabbed
Cang's broken left arm and with a vicious leap, Cang's entire left arm was removed from his

shoulder by Lin Hao.



"Ahhhhh! Boom ......" Cang's mouth once again let out an even more harsh scream as he

kicked Lin Hao's body viciously. Lin Hao's body flew backwards uncontrollably, but he was
holding Cang's left arm in his hand. With the force of his palm, Cang's left arm was reduced to a

roiling mist of blood. More than three months ago, Lin Yan had destroyed Cang's most important
right arm at the cost of his life, and now Lin Hao had destroyed Cang's left arm again.

A sound of cracking bones came from ...... Lin Hao's chest, and a huge footprint was
imprinted on his chest. There was also more blood spilling outwards from the corner of his mouth.
But Lin Hao still acted as if there was no reaction, only a stare in his eyes, and after stopping his
form, the whole man continued to accelerate towards Cang, his eyes as cold as the ice of the
ages ...... He would kill Cang today, no matter how much it cost!

Now Cang's injuries are even worse, both arms have been ruined, just now Cang still had

the means to forcefully suppress the injuries on his body to fight against Lin Hao, but now he no

longer has a single means to beat Lin Hao in his heart. As Cang looked at Lin Hao, who continued
to charge towards him, a loud bang sounded under his feet and he hurriedly fled into the distance, as
fast as he had ever fled, even though his injuries had deteriorated, he couldn't care less.

Lin Hao looked at Cang's crazy figure fleeing into the distance, his eyes narrowed and his
body instantly accelerated, giving full chase, Cang had the means to flee quickly, but now his hands

were too heavy, it was impossible for his speed to be fully utilised. And the back of Lin Hao is even
the body's injuries are not cared about, just a single-minded pursuit of him ......

Cang's face was ugly to the extreme, and there was finally a hint of fear deep in his eyes,
and he knew in his heart that the possibility of being able to escape today was almost nil. No matter
what secrets he had on him, no matter what means he used to tempt Lin Hao, it was all useless. For
all Lin Hao wanted was his life!



"Lin Hao! I know where Shen Xiyan is, if you kill me, she won't survive either! If you let
me go today, I'll tell you where Shen Xiyan is! If you don't let me go, I guarantee that you will
never see Shen Xiyan in your life, I promise!!!" Cang roared at Lin Hao who was chasing behind
him as he frantically fled in front of him. He had no choice but to hope that Lin Hao would let him
go after hearing the news of Shen Xiyan.

Sure enough, after Lin Hao heard of Shen Xiyan's disappearance, he paused in his form for

a moment. A hint of hesitation appeared in his eyes. Shen Xiyan's life and death were unknown now,
and she had been sent away by You Zi Fei in a state of frequent death that day. Just like Cang said,
he really didn't know where Shen Xiyan was ......

But Lin Hao only hesitated for a short while before he once again accelerated towards Cang
and chased after him. When Cang felt Lin Hao's aura as he continued his pursuit, he was in a state
of turmoil and continued to shout as he frantically fled: "Lin Hao, don't force me! If I die, I
guarantee that Shen Xiyan will not live!!! Don't force me!"

"You're the one who injured her, do you think I'll let you go? You will die ......" Lin Hao
shouted at Cang, his body accelerated again, his qi firmly locked onto Cang, no matter how Cang

evaded and fled, he couldn't shake off Lin Hao, and the injuries on Cang's body would only get
heavier as time passed, and the gap between him and Lin Hao would only get bigger and

bigger ......

Cang bared his teeth, no longer said anything, just continued to accelerate more frantically
towards the distance to escape ......
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Three days later, in the northwest of China, close to the national border, there is a vast desert, and
deep in the desert there is a post station with hundreds of camels.



At the moment, in the straw hut at the back of the post, a large herd of camels are drinking
from a water trough and eating grass. The camels are eating a lot and eating leisurely. Because
camels have the ability to regurgitate, they often don't need to eat again for a long time after they
have eaten once.

The next moment, in that huge pile of weed seeds, a near skeleton-like man suddenly
emerged. This man was miserable in the extreme, without arms, with a small part of the flesh and
blood all over his body gone, and blackened bones could be seen everywhere. He was Cang, who
had been fleeing for three days and nights, from the southwest of China, fleeing thousands of miles
away to the northwest.

He was thirsty and hungry, and when he saw the water trough where the camels were

drinking, he just stuck his head into the water trough without caring. The water in the trough
instantly turned black after his head poked into it. Those camels that were drinking, after drinking
this black water, all fell to the ground in an instant and lost their lives in the first place.

Buzz ...... black gas dense open, the whole back of the stage completely turned into a dead
area, of course Cang is regardless of this, he only desperately drink water and drink water again. He
even began to eat the corn kernels that the camel ate.

"Lin Hao!!! If I don't die this time, I will kill you, no, I will kill Shen Xiyan first, so that
you can watch Shen Xiyan die in my hands with your own eyes! I will make you beg for your life
and die!!! Ahhhhh ......" Cang's heart roared madly, he had never been in such a mess before, even
in ancient times, he had never been chased like this. A thousand mile chase, no, now it was

approaching a ten thousand mile chase! But Lin Hao hadn't is not let him go yet ......



And just as Cang raised his head to look grimly into the distance, suddenly a monstrous
bang came from the hayloft behind him, and the next the same one, almost a skeleton, rushed in.

Half of Lin Hao's face? dyed shade er wu shade steak shade? s flesh and blood had

disappeared, and much, much of the flesh and blood had fallen off his body, and at a glance, there
were many miserable white bones exposed all over his body. The three days of the chase, Lin Hao
and Cang has no less than hundreds of times, two people all the body supplies, pills and what not
has long been used up, two people are now almost exhausted, the three days of the chase, they two
fought no less than hundreds of times, of course more, Cang failed, Lin Hao win.

"Found you ......" Lin Hao, who only had half of his face left, looked at Cang's back and
said slowly, the next moment his body blasted into speed, rushing directly to Cang's front and
pushing Cang's head into the sink with one hand.

After a loud boom ...... , the water trough exploded, and Cang could no longer drink water.

A harsh hiss came out of ...... Cang's mouth as his energy exploded, and a backward kick
from his right leg sent Lin Hao flying. And then his entire body was like a cannonball, instantly
shooting outwards as he continued to flee.

"Can you escape?" Lin Hao let out an icy cold murmur as his figure once again appeared
behind Cang, and with a probing hand, he grabbed one of Cang's ankles and with a click, he
crushed it to pieces.
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Ah ...... Cang screamed in agony, but he no longer cared about his ankle being ruined, under the
instantaneous decision, his left foot instantly burst open, turning into a handful of black mist
enveloping Lin Hao, and then his whole person with one foot once again frantically fled out ...... It
is really hard to imagine, losing both arms, leaving only one foot Cang still able to flee with great
speed. The two arms, only one foot left Cang, still able to escape at a very fast speed. But the fact
is that Cang could really do it, he continued to run away ......

The actual fact is that Cang really can do it, and he continues to flee. It has to be said that
this guy Cang is definitely an extremely ruthless person, he transformed his entire body flesh and
blood into a severe poison like existence. This was how the injuries on Lin Hao's body came about.

Boom ...... In the next moment, between Lin Hao's qi ancient swing, the black fog that
enveloped him dissipated with a bang and was completely blown away. But the flesh and blood all
over his body was still eroded by those black fogs, how to describe it, these black fogs were like
strong acid, burning the flesh and blood on Lin Hao's body bared, a piece of intact flesh and blood
was corroded with puddles.

After Lin Hao got rid of the black mist on his body in place, when he looked up again, Cang
had already disappeared, fleeing further away. Lin Hao looked up and sensed the direction Cang
was fleeing in before he once again chased after him at top speed.

The first few times he caught up to Cang, Cang would still fight him a few times despite

everything, but these latter times, after Cang encountered him again, he almost didn't think about
anything but fleeing, fleeing frantically.

"The next time I catch up with you, you won't be able to escape ...... three days, it's time to
end ......" the wind whistled in Lin Hao's ears, his body accelerated again, the wind sped up, he had
absolute confidence that when he caught up with Cang again, Cang really wouldn't be able to
escape ......



The temperature in the desert late at night became very, very low, more than ten degrees
below zero, the desert was moonless, Cang was still running frantically, but every now and then he

had to make some dodging moves, because behind him Lin Hao's pursuit was getting closer and
closer, and when Lin Hao closed in on him, he would hit countless grains of sand and attack him
from a distance.

Without a word, Cang dodged when he could, and when he really couldn't dodge, he chose
to go for a hard fight. Time slowly passed, and the late night passed, slowly Lin Hao and Cang both
moved away from the desert, and when Cang was out of the edge of the desert again, he suddenly
stopped for a moment.

On a sand dune at the edge of the desert, Cang stopped running and looked at the distant
landscape. He had been heading for a run beyond the border, but after thinking about it, he finally
chose to turn. He dashed off towards the south ......

Just a minute after Cang left the desert, Lin Hao arrived at the place where Cang had just
stood. Lin Hao looked far away from the direction in which Cang had fled, and after also stopping
for a moment, he headed that way in pursuit ......

As the sun set and the sun rose, the late night slowly passed and the sky gradually
brightened, Cang and Lin Hao moved away from the desert and reached the south-central direction
of China, and the two men's vision was once again a turquoise green.

When the first rays of the morning sun hit the earth, Cang fled to a valley in the southwest
of China, where life was everywhere. There were dark bones everywhere. A trace of complexity

flashed in the depths of Cang's eyes.



A dozen seconds later, Lin Hao appeared behind Cang, who was standing not far in front of
him, but this time he did not choose to attack. In fact, in these three days, he had many opportunities
to kill Cang completely, but he didn't, he was just waiting for this scene right now? Ai Wu Xi Shan
Serving Pao Shan Yi?

As expected, just after Cang stopped inside the valley for a while, suddenly a ripple of space
was visible to the naked eye out of the depths of the valley in front of Cang. The next moment a
middle-aged beautiful woman in ancient palace dress came out from inside.

"Die ...... save ...... me ......" Cang opened his mouth and pleaded to the palace-suited
beauty who suddenly appeared.
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The palace-dressed beauty who suddenly appeared in front of her was You Zi Fei's senior mother,
Cang's daoist companion from decades ago and even further back, Die. The same woman who had
saved Shen Xiyan, who was in her hands! So Lin Hao had not killed Cang during the three days and
nights of the chase, just waiting for Cang to lead him to this woman.

And at this moment, the moment this woman appeared, Lin Hao's eyes went completely icy
cold. Just as he was about to strike at Cang, the palace-dressed beauty suddenly called out to him,
"Master Lin, can you wait, for the sake of saving your wife, can you do it a little later? Is that

alright?" Butterfly did not pay any attention to Cang, but said to Lin Hao behind Cang, with a hint
of prayer in her eyes as well.



Lin Hao gave the palace-dressed beauty in front of him a deep look before finally nodding

and saying, "Okay, three minutes!"

"Die, you?" Cang looked at Die in disbelief.

Butterfly shook her head bitterly and gave Cang a deep look, her eyes full of complexity,
"Cang, I'm sorry I can't kill him, I'm no match for him, and ...... I won't do anything to him. Cang
after so many years, you still haven't woken up? Is that illusory path just ...... really that
important?"

Cang listened with unparalleled ferocity and shouted at the palace-clad beauty, "You don't
understand! What do you understand! That's the Immortal Road, that's Immortality! When I have

the power to break space, I will be able to go to that other world! True immortality, immortality!!!"

The bitterness in Die's eyes intensified, "It's hopeless, our division tried it hundreds of years
ago, generation after generation died on that path, it's hopeless, you've tried for hundreds of years
too, it's hopeless ......"

Cang shook his head harshly, "I don't care! Today you save me once, just this once!!!"

"Yes, kill Shen Xiyan, kill her! You can't kill Lin Hao, but you can always kill that girl,
right? Kill her for me!!!" During these three days and nights, Cang had gone completely insane
from being chased by Lin Hao. After these three days and nights of chasing and killing, his dao
body had been completely ruined by Lin Hao, and his meridians had also been ruined by Lin Hao by
70% to 80%. In other words the path he wanted to take, when there was already little hope, now
there was even less hope, hundreds of years of preparation, ah, destroyed by Lin Hao.



Whisking Lu Wu Xi Yi Di dyed zero? To Cang, this was the revenge of breaking the path!
How could he possibly let Lin Hao go? He had secretly vowed that as long as he escaped this day,
he would kill Lin Hao and completely slaughter everyone in this world who had anything to do with
Lin Hao!!!

"Kill Shen Xiyan, kill Shen Xiyan, kill her, kill her now, kill her for me now!!!" Cang
shouted frantically at the palace-clad beauty.

Pfft ...... But the next moment, Cang, who was yelling, suddenly stopped his words as a
soft sound reached his ears and he looked down incredulously before seeing a ten centimeter pocket
dagger inserted above his heart.

Waves of black blood flowed out of Cang's mouth and he froze for a long, long time, no
longer cursing or pleading with the palace-clad beauty to save him, but instead just stared blankly at
his ruined heart. He froze as he felt the life draining out of him and felt the death.

A soft snap ...... came from the corner of the palace-clad beauty's eyes as a tear lowered,
her hand still holding the action of stabbing into Cang's heart. Yes, she did not listen to Cang's
words, instead she struck out and shattered Cang's heart. Recognising that Cang was no longer
strong, with his heart destroyed, plus his dao body already destroyed beyond recognition, he would
not be able to survive.

From afar, Lin Hao looked at the scene before him and he too froze, he too did not expect
Cang, his Daoist partner, to strike out at Cang so directly. So much so that he didn't even have time
to react, the palace-dressed beauty had just struck out so quickly, that speed was even faster than
him. The aura on the palace-dressed beauty's body was also vaguely on the verge of breaking
through above the Ascendant.



Lin Hao was also secretly alarmed, although the palace-dressed woman in front of him was

still at the peak level of the Innate Sovereign, her battle power, in a short period of time, could
definitely bring out the strength of an Innate above, if this palace-dressed woman joined hands with
Cang, he would not have much certainty, and at the very least, if she made a move to take Cang
away, then he was afraid that it would be difficult to stop her. Lin Hao furrowed his brow deeply.
The first thing he did was to become extremely wary of the beautiful woman in the palace dress.
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He had a blood feud with Cang, and no matter what, no matter who it was, he would not allow Cang

to live today! No matter who it was! Cang must die today, and he must be completely destroyed! To
the bone! The bug-like being would never be able to come back to life again!

He didn't move, just waited quietly for the next step.

After a while, with tears streaming down her face, the palace-dressed beauty stirred the
dagger that was inserted into Cang's heart a few times, and a beige jade token that emitted rich
vitality was picked out by her, as soon as the jade token fell to the ground, the aura on Cang's body
began to dissipate rapidly, his entire body began to emit black fog outwards, those fogs grew, and
Cang's aura soon fell to the level of early Innate Patriarch, and it was still falling downwards at a
rapid pace, falling like crazy ......

"For ...... what?" Cang finally raised his head with difficulty and looked at the palace-suited
beauty, froze and asked.



The palace-suited beauty shook her head with tears streaming down her face: "Give up, you
have long since ceased to be you, you have long since become a demon, you have long since ceased
to be the existence of that township, you have become a demon, even if you eventually push open
that door, what can you do? You will still be exterminated after all, give up ......"

The palace-dressed beauty's tears flowed even more ......

"No, no, no ...... I want to become an immortal, I want to become an immortal, no, no,
no ......" Cang went completely mad and hurriedly flung himself onto the ground, trying to bite that
jade medal with his mouth.

Only as he lowered his head down to bite the jade token, his teeth fell out and his bones
flew away into black mist and dissipated, slowly his head was also dissipating and dissipating ......

Poof...... just at the moment Cang's body completely dissipated, a large mouthful of black
blood also spurted out of the palace-dressed beauty's mouth, and a black mist began to steam up

from her body, and as the black mist emanated, her body also began to dissipate......

"Hostile ......" As Cang's last beast-like hiss came out, his body completely dissipated in the
human world, with a monstrous resignation, completely dissipated.

After Cang completely dissipated, the beautiful woman in palace dress bent down to pick up
the mysterious white jade from the ground and squeezed it with force, a trace of black gas also
dissipated from the white jade. That trace of black qi seemed to have transformed into Cang's figure,
but it was very small. That tiny Cang, after seeing himself detached from the white jade, opened his
mouth and let out a sound like a ghostly scream, his face incomparably hideous.



With a strong grip from the beautiful woman in the palace dress, the black qi that had the
shape of Cang completely shattered away ......

This is the point at which Cang has completely fallen, and there is no possibility of his
return to life!

The black qi was emanating from the palace-dressed beauty, and like Cang, her body was
dissipating faster and faster, and the black qi on her body was steaming more and more, getting
thicker and thicker. She walked up to Lin Hao and handed the white jade in her hand to Lin Hao.

"I don't know where this jade pendant comes from, it's very mysterious, your wife is in a
very bad state, maybe this jade pendant can do some good. Let's see how you use it, I hope you
don't become the next Cang and go after that illusory path and forget about the people around you,
the people around you who deserve to be cherished the most ......"

After the palace-dressed beauty finished speaking, she stopped paying attention to Lin Hao,
and instead turned around again and walked to the place where Cang had just completely dissipated,
where there was a pile of black ashes. She was lying next to the pile of black ashes.

Boom ...... At the moment she lay there, her body completely dissipated, and in an instant
it too turned into a pile of black ashes. And the moment her body turned into ashes, the space in the
valley all fluctuated violently. Under the spatial ripples, the scene in the depths of the valley was
completely revealed to the world, a beautiful world of birdsong and flowers everywhere ......



Lin Hao held the jade token in his hand and looked at the two small piles of ashes directly
in front of him after Cang and the palace-dressed beauty had dissipated. He bent down and made a
deep obeisance in the direction of the palace-dressed beauty woman.

As Lin Hao bowed down, a gust of wind blew and the two small piles of black ashes that

remained on the ground completely dissipated in the valley, without a trace of them in this world

again.

The reason for this scene is not difficult to understand, the longevity of people? The life

expectancy of a human being is limited. The life span of a human being is limited, and he will only
live for a hundred years or so. But both Cang and the beautiful woman in the palace dress had
clearly exceeded this limit. In fact, their bodies had already perished and decayed, but they were
only forcibly held together by some special means. Now after their bodies died, they simply
dissipated ......

The reason for the formation of this scene in front of him may be due to some rules, but
those Lin Hao does not understand, nor does he want to know. Because at this moment, his eyes
only fell on top of a wooden bed in the depths of the valley.

There, Shen Xiyan, who was dressed in white, was lying there quietly, and beside Shen
Xiyan, there were some butterflies flying up and down ......

"Xiyan ......" Lin Hao muttered out of his mouth, his heart rising with endless thoughts .....
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The next moment, Jun Wuhuo, Night One, White Tiger and a dozen others landed from above

along the ropes.

Jun Wu Ren and the others stood behind Lin Hao without a glance, just standing quietly.
When a few medics wanted to go up to treat Lin Hao's injuries, they were stopped by Jun Wu Ren.

Lin Hao had chased Cang for three whole days and nights, and he, Jun Wu Regret, had
been following from afar with his men for three days and nights. In this, as time continued to pass,
especially after seeing Lin Hao's tragic duel with Cang again. Jun Wu Regret was deeply shocked

in his heart, three days and three nights of chasing and fleeing, a chase that stretched for ten
thousand miles. If it were him, he would not have been able to do it at all. Let alone chasing and
killing Cang, he would probably have been killed by Cang in the first place.

And now Lin Hao had done it, successfully killing Cang. Half of his face was completely
gone, his right arm was covered in blood, and his back and chest were also covered with bones-deep
wounds. Just by looking at the wounds on Lin Hao's body, one could tell how miserable the duel

had been over the past three days.

It was a good thing that after paying such a high price, Lin Hao had finally killed Cang.
This battle was a bloodbath for China's Ascended Masters, wiping out as much as 90% of them.
The good thing is that Lin Hao has the power to fight above the Xiantian level, and as long as there
is Lin Hao plus him, Jun Wu Ren Night Yi Bai Hu and the others, then there is still hope for
everything. And now the biggest obstacle for Huaxia was gone. From now on Lin Hao was the

strongest person in China, even in the world.

Thinking about this? Closed dye Xizha closed Lu Shan Lu? Jun Wu Ren couldn't help but
feel a sigh of relief in his heart, as strong as a supreme figure like Cang was also chased to death by
Lin Hao, although the final blow was not done by Lin Hao. But even if the woman in the palace
dress hadn't made the move, Cang wouldn't have survived today. Jun Wu Ren just took one look at



Lin Hao and knew the reason why Lin Hao had hesitated to kill Cang during those three days and
nights.

In the next moment, Lin Hao lifted his legs and silently walked deeper into the valley,
slowly walking to Shen Xiyan's side. Looking down at the woman he loved most in his life, he felt
Shen Xiyan's faint breathing. Lin Hao's eyes became red, reached out and touched the side of Shen
Xiyan's face, and said tenderly, "Xiyan, I've come to take you home ......"

Shen Xiyan's eyes were still closed and her breathing was weak, she had gained some
consciousness but just couldn't wake up, and the trauma in her head, even now after more than three

months, still hadn't shown a single sign of improvement.

After Lin Hao felt Shen Xiyan's state for a while, he put the white jade token that the
palace-dressed woman had given him before she died, inside Shen Xiyan's clothes. The jade token
was mysterious, and the first moment Lin Hao touched it, he was shocked by the immense amount
of vitality contained within the token. No wonder Cang was able to be so powerful and had fused
this jade token with his own heart.

As soon as Lin Hao placed the white jade token into Shen Xiyan's arms, Shen Xiyan's
breath stabilised with the naked eye and her breathing began to gain strength. Her face was even
more peaceful, as if she had entered into a deep sleep.

Lin Hao's eyes trembled, and then his heart took on an extra hint of joy. He didn't care
what this jade token was. But as long as it was useful to Shen Xiyan, it was good.

Lin Hao then took a deep breath and raised his head to look at Jun Wu Ren and said,
"Brother Jun, I beg you Hong Yan to help me take Xiyan away, okay?"



Chapter 870

Jun Wu Ren froze, "My red face?" And then he saw Lin Hao's gaze looking at the White Tiger

beside him. Even a strong person like Jun Wu Regret, who was a world-beater, couldn't help but
blush in his old face, then he nodded and said to the white tiger, "White Tiger, you go and take care
of Madam Lin, be careful ......"

"Mmm ......" the gallant White Tiger, that pretty face was even redder than Jun Wu Regret's,
then she hurried to Lin Hao's side and carefully picked up Shen Xiyan, the helicopter was already
parked in the distance, so White Tiger and the others escorted Shen Xiyan towards the distant
helicopter. Jun Wu Regret also walked up to Lin Hao.

When Lin Hao saw Jun Wu Regret come over, he looked at his big red face and couldn't
help but smile. Perhaps it was because he had gotten his revenge and had finally found Xiyan.
Although Xiyan still hadn't woken up yet, Lin Hao believed that Shen Xiyan would wake up
eventually. Moreover, with the help of that white jade, Shen Xiyan's condition was already starting
to improve.

Lin Hao looked at Jun Wu Ren somewhat speechlessly and said, "You're really good, she's
such a valiant beauty, you actually gave her a code name of White Tiger, can't you change it to
something else?"

"Er ......" Jun Wu Ren originally thought that Lin Hao was going to say something

important to him, because he saw that Lin Hao didn't follow the white tiger, so he walked over to
Lin Hao's side. Only how could he have expected that Lin Hao would come straight away when he

saw him.



Jun Wu Ren was incomparably embarrassed, "This, at first I really didn't care, I treated her
like a brother, the same as Qing Long and the others."

Lin Hao looked ahead at the distant back of Bai Hu holding Shen Xiyan and said, "Brother
Jun, you're older than me, you understand a lot of truths, don't wait until you've lost before you
know how to regret. Do you really just not know, why would someone give you such a hard time for
a woman? Besides, she has already broken through to an Innate Patriarch, isn't that why she is
worthy of you?"

After Lin Hao and Shen Xiyan had gone through so many trials and griefs, he had seen
many things clearly. That was why he couldn't help but remind Jun Wu Regret of it at this moment.

After Lin Hao finished speaking, Jun Wu Regret fell silent, and was silent for a long, long
time before he looked up at Bai Hu's distant back, thinking of the girl who had followed him
righteously eight years ago, his eyes were also somewhat complicated nodding, "Well, I know, I
know she has always liked me, and I actually have her in my heart, it's just that all this time I have
not yet repaid my great revenge, so I am afraid that one day I will die, so I choose to pretend not to
know ......"

Jun Wu Regrets eyes deep more than a trace of self-reproach, he took a packet of cigarettes
out of his pocket, himself lit a cigarette after handing it to Lin Hao said: "Come? Shan whisked zero

ground to serve Wu Xi? One?"

"Um good ......" Lin Hao reached out and took one, and Jun Wuhuai lit it for him.

Then these two of China's two strongest contemporary Gaijin, stood in the valley smoking
a cigarette. Before, Cang's presence had both pressed them both down, as Cang was simply too



terrifying. But now it was all over, Cang was dead, completely dispersed. All of China would be
clear in the future.

Jun Wuhuo took a deep drag of his cigarette and looked into the distance and said, "What's
next?"

Lin Hao exhaled a smoke ring, feeling that the exhaustion of the past few days had finally

been relieved for a moment, and slowly said, "To heal Xiyan, no matter what the cost, I will wake
her up ......"
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